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Week 11 Program Guide 
Sunday, 12 March 2023 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 
Keep the party vibe going with wall-to-wall music videos, from new releases to classics and 
the long-forgotten. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 
Ease into your Sunday with an engaging mix of news, updated information, analysis, 
interviews, politics and weather. Presented by Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim, plus 
finance with David Chau and sport with Jared Coote. 

  

9:00am Insiders 

(CC) 
David Speers hosts the show the politicians rely on to find out what's going on. Our expert 
analysts make sense of the big decisions and political dynamics affecting all our lives, plus 
in-depth interviews with key players. 

  

10:00am Offsiders 

(CC) 
The AFL season kicks off Thursday with the traditional Richmond v Carlton blockbuster. Kelli 
Underwood and the panel discuss the latest ahead of Round 1, plus Round 2 of the NRL and 
the Fourth Cricket Test India v Australia. 

  

10:30am The World This Week 

(CC,Repeat) 

Beverley O'Connor presents the week's main international news, as reported by ABC News 

correspondents deployed in Bangkok, Beirut, Istanbul, Jakarta, Jerusalem, London, New 

Delhi, Port Moresby, Taipei, Tokyo and Washington. 

  

11:00am Compass: Indira's Tree 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
When broadcaster Indira Naidoo's sister suicided, Indira sought solace in her daily walks. 
Through nature's cycle of renewal - and with the help of some key people, she found her 
own ways to keep living. 

  

11:30am Songs Of Praise: Faith And Music 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Sean Fletcher explores how music and faith can help us through the darkest of times, 

including the coronavirus pandemic and the death of George Floyd in the USA. 
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12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  

12:30pm Landline 

(CC) 
Hosted by award-winning journalist Pip Courtney, Landline is Australia's only national 
agricultural television program covering stories from Australia's rural and regional 
heartland. 

  

1:30pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Inspiring, entertaining and full of practical advice, join Costa Georgiadis and the team as 
they unearth gardening ideas, meet avid gardeners and look at some of the most inspiring 
gardens from across the country. 

  

2:30pm The Larkins 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
Pop accepts a lucrative offer that he can't refuse. New neighbours the Jerebohms host a 
hilariously dire dinner party - will they become friends or foes of the Larkins? Adventures 
and romance blossom for Primrose. 

  

3:15pm Griff's Canadian Adventure: Bigness 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
British comedian and travel enthusiast Griff Rhys Jones journeys across Canada. In this 
episode, Griff explores Newfoundland and Labrador in the East and uncovers what makes 
Canada distinctly unique and decidedly 'big'. 

  

4:15pm Grand Designs: The Streets: Vineet & Simmi and Prabhjot & Shalini 
(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
At Graven Hill, Kevin meets Vineet and Simmi and Prabhjot and Shalini - part of a close 
community of friends building new homes. But can they take their differing tastes into 
account? 

  

5:00pm 

 

*All 

New* 

Art Works 

(CC) 
Hosted by Namila Benson, Art Works is the ABC's weekly half-hour arts show sharing the 
most inspiring, surprising, and formative ways that Australian creatives are telling our 
stories today. 

  

5:30pm Nick Cave & Warren Ellis At Hanging Rock 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Featuring new and classic songs, this epic live show celebrates the profound relationship 
that Australian music legends Nick Cave and Warren Ellis have developed with their 
audience over four decades. 
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6:00pm Antiques Roadshow: Culzean Castle 1 

(CC,G) 
Fiona Bruce and the team are at Culzean Castle in Ayrshire, where treasures include a letter 
from President Eisenhower and one of the most valuable tables ever seen on the show. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm Death In Paradise 

(CC,AD,PG,Adult Themes) 
When a young popstar is found dead at a rehab clinic, it initially looks like a tragic accident. 
But Neville is convinced there's more to her death than meets the eye. 

  

8:30pm Vera: The Darkest Evening 

(CC,AD)Final 
DCI Vera Stanhope is drawn into a mystery that brings her closer to her estranged family 
than she would like. When a body is found in the grounds of the ancestral home Vera 
uncovers that not everything is as it seems. (Final) 

  

10:00pm Queerstralia: Gender and Identity 

(CC,Repeat) 
Join Zoe Coombs Marr as she examines the ways that Queers have had their identities 
defined and shaped, at first by others, increasingly by themselves. 

  

11:00pm Finding Alice 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 
Meeting George leaves Alice shaken while she arranges a funeral for the man she loved. 
Meanwhile the police continue to look for an unidentified witness captured on the CCTV. 

  

11:50pm Last Tango In Halifax 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 
Celia is quick to apologise for causing a scene, but with Alan seeking excitement outside the 
bungalow and Celia seeking it within, their relationship comes under increasing strain. 

  

12:50am Parkinson In Australia: 1980: Bert Newton, George Finey, Noeline Brown 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Michael Parkinson interviews guests Bert Newton, George Finey and Noeline Brown. 

  

1:50am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music videos 
from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all time to 
surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  
3:15am Last Tango In Halifax 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 
Celia is quick to apologise for causing a scene, but with Alan seeking excitement outside the 
bungalow and Celia seeking it within, their relationship comes under increasing strain. 
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4:15am The Recording Studio: Noel, Tony, Chloe and Torry 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

A Dementia crooner Noel O'Brien records a Rat Pack classic for his family. Tony Smith 

records a personal tribute with his sisters as a homage to their father. And Chloe and Torry 

record a lullaby for their unborn child. 
  

5:00am Insiders 

(CC,Repeat) 

David Speers hosts the show the politicians rely on to find out what's going on. Our expert 

analysts make sense of the big decisions and political dynamics affecting all our lives, plus 

in-depth interviews with key players. 
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Monday, 13 March 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 
10:00am Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 
(CC) 

1:00pm TBA 

 
1:45pm Grantchester 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

2:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

3:00pm Gardening Australia 
(CC,AD,Repeat,G,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 
following program may contain images and voices of people who have died) 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Anh's Brush With Fame 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:25pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's lives 

everyday, encouraging thoughtful and challenging debate with a diverse panel. 

Presented by Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 

  

8:00pm Australian Story 

(CC) 
In 2023 Leigh Sales is back in a brand new role presenting Australian Story, bringing you 
more fascinating stories about everyday Australians that entertain and inspire. 
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8:30pm Four Corners 

(CC) 
Fearless and forensic investigative journalism from the award-winning team who claimed 
Australian journalism's top honour the 2022 Gold Walkley Award.  

  

9:15pm Media Watch 

(CC,PG) 
Everybody loves it until they're on it! Australia's leading forum for media analysis and 
comment, bringing you a fearless critique of the week's journalism, issues and events in 
the news. Presented by Paul Barry. 

  

9:35pm Q+A 

(CC) 
The show that holds newsmakers and our leaders to account. Host Stan Grant brings you 
lively debate and unpredictable moments as we put questions from the audience to get 
you the answers you need.

  

10:35pm China Tonight 

(CC,Repeat) 
The China Tonight team bring you a fresh look at news and current affairs from inside 
China, including Sam Yang with the news headlines while comedian Annie Louey covers 
what's trending on Weibo and other cultural content.  

  

11:10pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
There's never been a more important time for transparency and trust. ABC News brings 
you comprehensive coverage from our reporters on the ground telling you what's 
happening and why it matters. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

11:25pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  
11:40pm Vera: The Darkest Evening 

(CC,AD,Repeat)Final 
DCI Vera Stanhope is drawn into a mystery that brings her closer to her estranged family 
than she would like. When a body is found in the grounds of the ancestral home Vera 
uncovers that not everything is as it seems. (Final) 

  

1:10am Zoe Coombs Marr: Bossy Bottom 

(CC,Repeat,MA,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 
Zoe Coombs Marr has been on hiatus. Sort of. For six years, she won stacks of awards 
and acclaim as a hack comic with a neckbeard called Dave. Whatever. She's scraped off 
the neckbeard and is BAAAACK... as herself.  
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2:15am Father Brown: The Curse of the Aesthetic 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 
An exhibition at Benjamin Milton's estate doesn't go quite to plan. A bust of her likeness 
is defaced, and when art collector Conrad French tries to enter Benjamin's studio, he is 
electrocuted. 

  

3:00am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 
time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:30am Antiques Roadshow: Stormont 1 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
The Roadshow sets up camp outside the iconic Parliament Building in Belfast, home to 
the Northern Ireland Assembly. John Baddeley takes a look at some gear associated with 
Titanic. 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's lives 
everyday, encouraging thoughtful and challenging debate with a diverse panel. 
Presented by Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier and John Barron. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Tuesday, 14 March 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Foreign Correspondent 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

10:30am Everyone's A Critic 

(CC,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program may contain images and voices of people who have died) 

11:00am Monty Don's French Gardens 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G)Final 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 
(CC) 

1:00pm Father Brown 
(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

1:45pm Gruen 
(CC,Repeat,M,Sexual References) 

2:30pm Back Roads 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

3:00pm Gardening Australia 
(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Anh's Brush With Fame 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:30pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's lives 

everyday, encouraging thoughtful and challenging debate with a diverse panel. 

Presented by Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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8:00pm Back In Time For The Corner Shop: 1920s - 1940s 

(CC,AD,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the following 

program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

The Ferrone Family are put to the test as they live through the highs and lows of running 

a corner shop through one of the most tumultuous periods of Australian history. 

  

9:00pm Queerstralia: Community and Belonging 

(CC)Final 

This final episode looks at how Queer people jostled for space and representation; how 

communities united during the AIDS era; the experiences and challenges of multicultural 

Queerdom; and onscreen Queer representation. 

  

10:00pm Kweens of the Queer Underground: Lesbians On The Loose 

(CC,M,Adult Themes, Nudity, Sexual References)Final 
In 1989, a lesbian couple grows a grassroots magazine into Australia's longest-lived 
lesbian publication. Disocver the origins of Lesbians on the Loose (LOTL), and the 
touching love story between founders Frances and Barb. 

  

10:15pm Catalyst: Forever Young? The Rise Of Injectables 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 
Australians spend over a billion dollars on injectable treatments annually and clients 
seeking "tweakments" are getting younger. We explore the psychology behind this trend 
and the consequences of pursuing perfection. 

  

11:15pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

There's never been a more important time for transparency and trust. ABC News brings 

you comprehensive coverage from our reporters on the ground telling you what's 

happening and why it matters. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

11:30pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  

11:45pm Four Corners 

(CC,Repeat) 

Fearless and forensic investigative journalism from the award-winning team who claimed 

Australian journalism's top honour the 2022 Gold Walkley Award.  

  

12:30am Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Everybody loves it until they're on it! Australia's leading forum for media analysis and 

comment, bringing you a fearless critique of the week's journalism, issues and events in 

the news. Presented by Paul Barry. 
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12:50am Van der Valk: Blood in Amsterdam 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence) 

When an employee of the renowned Cuypers Diamonds is killed and his body delivered 

in pieces to the wealthy siblings and heirs to the company, Van der Valk must consider a 

possible tale of revenge against the family. 

 

2:20am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 

time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:30am Antiques Roadshow: Trelissick 2 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Fiona and the team are at Trelissick House and gardens in Cornwall where the locals 

have dived into skips and cleared out their attics to bring along treasures in all shapes 

and sizes. 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's lives 

everyday, encouraging thoughtful and challenging debate with a diverse panel. 

Presented by Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier and John Barron. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 

account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Wednesday, 15 March 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Four Corners 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

10:45am Q+A 

(CC,Repeat) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

12:30pm National Press Club Address 

(CC) 

1:35pm Media Watch 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

1:55pm Short Cuts To Glory: Matt Okine vs Food 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

2:30pm Back Roads 
(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

3:00pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G)Final 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Anh's Brush With Fame 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:30pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's 

lives everyday, encouraging thoughtful and challenging debate with a diverse panel. 

Presented by Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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8:00pm Hard Quiz: Battle of the Duds 

(CC,PG) 
It's a Battle of the Duds! Taking another shot at Tom Gleeson's Big Brass Mug are Bugs 
Bunny expert Michael, Hamilton the musical fan Miek, Love Actually expert Spencer 
and Deborah, who has piloted her topic, the Airbus A320! 

  

8:30pm The Weekly With Charlie Pickering 

(CC,PG) 
Charlie Pickering is back on your TV in 2023 with the one show not afraid to look at a 
world ravaged by wars, climate calamities, political corruption and social media run 
amok and ask - how can we make that funny? 

  

9:00pm QI: Thrills & Spills 

(CC,PG) 
Nish Kumar, Mark Steel and Suzi Ruffell join Sandi Toksvig and Alan Davies for some 
thrill and spills. 

  

9:35pm Celia Pacquola: All Talk 

(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Sexual References,This program 

contains content that may concern some viewers.) 
The stand-up stage is where the journey all started for Celia Pacquola and it's where 
she happily returns in the triumphant All Talk - a homecoming of sorts for one of 
Australia's most in-demand comedians. 

  

10:35pm TBA 
 

  

11:15pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
There's never been a more important time for transparency and trust. ABC News 
brings you comprehensive coverage from our reporters on the ground telling you 
what's happening and why it matters. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

11:30pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 
Australia's leading daily business and finance show, bringing you up to date on market 
moves, economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, employees and business 
owners big and small. Presented by Kathryn Robinson. 

  

11:50pm Frayed 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language, Sexual References) 
MP Chris brings Sammy along to his business meetings in Sydney, Jim is heartbroken, 
having been dumped by Bev, and Abby is using her new-found friendship with Tess to 
her advantage. 

  

12:35am Finding Alice 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Coarse Language) 
Meeting George leaves Alice shaken while she arranges a funeral for the man she 
loved. Meanwhile the police continue to look for an unidentified witness captured on 
the CCTV. 
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1:25am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 
Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 
videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all 
time to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:30am Antiques Roadshow: Helmingham Hall 3 

(CC,Repeat,G) 
The team returns to Helmingham Hall in Suffolk where treasures include a dazzling 
sapphire ring, a Girl Guide sketch by Robert Baden-Powell, and an important 
collection of Native American artefacts. 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's 
lives everyday, encouraging thoughtful and challenging debate with a diverse panel. 
Presented by Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier and John Barron. 

  

5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to 
account. Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Thursday, 16 March 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Australian Story 

(CC,AD,Repeat) 

10:30am That Pacific Sports Show 

(CC,Repeat) 

11:00am Invisible Wars 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 

1:00pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

1:30pm The Weekly With Charlie Pickering 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

2:00pm Shaun Micallef's MAD AS HELL 
(CC,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 

2:30pm Back Roads 
(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Sexual References) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Anh's Brush With Fame 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

5:30pm Hard Quiz 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 
Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's lives 
everyday, encouraging thoughtful and challenging debate with a diverse panel. Presented 
by Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 

(CC) 

  

7:30pm 7.30 

(CC) 

Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 

agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 

Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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8:00pm Foreign Correspondent 

(CC) 

Foreign Correspondent opens a window to the world as the ABC's unrivalled network of 

international journalists uncover stories and meet people you won't see elsewhere. 

  

8:30pm Grand Designs: The Streets: John & Julia 

(CC,AD,G) 

Kevin meets John and Julia, who've spent the last 30 years trying to build their own home, 

but bad luck has always stood in their way. Will they succeed this time? 

  

9:20pm Griff's Canadian Adventure: Frenchness 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG) 

From Montreal to Quebec City, Griff explores how 'French' Canada really is, and how 

diversity has helped shape la belle province and the multicultural Canada of today. From 

bagels to poutine, beavers and ice-hockey. 

  

10:10pm Art Works 

(CC,Repeat) 

Hosted by Namila Benson, Art Works is the ABC's weekly half-hour arts show sharing the 

most inspiring, surprising, and formative ways that Australian creatives are telling our 

stories today. 

  

10:40pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 

There's never been a more important time for transparency and trust. ABC News brings 

you comprehensive coverage from our reporters on the ground telling you what's 

happening and why it matters. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

10:55pm The Business 

(CC,Repeat) 

Australia's leading daily business and finance show brings you up to date on market moves, 

economic trends and the forces affecting consumers, investors, employees and business 

owners big and small. Presented by Alicia Barry. 

  

11:10pm Back In Time For The Corner Shop: 1920s - 1940s 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 

The Ferrone Family are put to the test as they live through the highs and lows of running a 

corner shop through one of the most tumultuous periods of Australian history. 

  

12:10am Q+A 

(CC,Repeat) 

The show that holds newsmakers and our leaders to account. Host Stan Grant brings you 

lively debate and unpredictable moments as we put questions from the audience to get 

you the answers you need. 
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1:15am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. We curate the best clips of all time 

to surprise and entertain you for hours. 

  

3:30am Antiques Roadshow: Abbey Pumping Station 1 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

Fiona and the team head to Leicester and for the first time in 40 years of Antiques 

Roadshow, the location is a Victorian sewage pumping station - now Leicester City 

Council's Museum of Technology. 

  

4:30am The Drum 

(CC,Repeat) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's lives 

everyday, encouraging thoughtful and challenging debate with a diverse panel. Presented 

by Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier and John Barron. 

  
5:30am 7.30 

(CC,Repeat) 
Sarah Ferguson presents Australia's premier daily current affairs program, delivering 
agenda-setting public affairs journalism and interviews that hold the powerful to account. 
Plus political analysis from Laura Tingle. 
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Friday, 17 March 2023 

6:00am News Breakfast 

(CC) 

9:00am ABC News Mornings 

(CC) 

10:00am Pilgrimage: Road to Santiago 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

11:00am Australia Remastered: Great Barrier Reef 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
1:00pm Queerstralia 

(CC,Repeat)Final 

1:55pm QI 
(CC,Repeat,PG) 

2:30pm Back Roads 
(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 

3:00pm Escape From The City 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

4:00pm Antiques Roadshow 
(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:00pm Anh's Brush With Fame 

(CC,Repeat,G) 

5:30pm Hard Quiz 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

  

6:00pm The Drum 

(CC) 

Conversations on the issues you care about. The Drum makes an impact in people's lives 

everyday, encouraging thoughtful and challenging debate with a diverse panel. 

Presented by Ellen Fanning, Dan Bourchier and John Barron. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm Gardening Australia 

(CC,AD) 
Inspiring, entertaining and full of practical advice, join Costa Georgiadis and the team as 
they unearth gardening ideas, meet avid gardeners and look at some of the most 
inspiring gardens from across the country. 

  

8:30pm Endeavour: Exeunt 

(CC,AD,M,Adult Themes, Violence)Final 
A series of death notices in the Oxford Mail, each with a distinctive, cryptic message, 
provides clues to Endeavour's latest - and final - investigation. Meanwhile, Thursday is 
under pressure from a familiar face. (Final)  
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10:05pm Van der Valk: Payback In Amsterdam 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult themes, drug references, violence)Final 
When a promising cellist from a prestigious orchestra dies following an acid attack, Van 
der Valk and his team have to delve into the city's vibrant but eclectic classical music 
scene in the search for her killer. (Final) 

  

11:35pm ABC Late News 

(CC) 
There's never been a more important time for transparency and trust. ABC News brings 
you comprehensive coverage from our reporters on the ground telling you what's 
happening and why it matters. Presented by Michael Tetlow. 

  

11:50pm TBA 

 

 

  
12:35am Traces 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Drug Use, Sexual References) 

Kathy and Sarah work through the Secrets nightclub fire. Sarah's report has some 

damning things to say about the safety of the building, but after feeling overwhelmed by 

the police interest, she wonders what she's started. 
  
1:20am rage 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Your weekend begins with an all-night music video marathon. Rage brings you new 

music, emerging and independent Australian artists, plus classic hits, party favourites 

and songs you've never heard but will fall in love with. 
  
5:00am rage 

(PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 
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Saturday, 18 March 2023 

6:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Your weekend starts here as rage counts down the hottest music videos of the week, 

with the latest chart toppers and brand new hit predictions. 

  

7:00am Weekend Breakfast 

(CC) 

Start your weekend informed and up-to-date. Johanna Nicholson and Fauziah Ibrahim 

bring you the latest news, interviews, politics, culture, weather and global affairs. Plus 

sport with Jared Coote and finance with David Chau. 

  

9:00am rage 

(CC,PG) 

Keep the party vibe going every Saturday morning with wall-to-wall music videos, from 

classic hits and long-forgotten tracks from the rage vault, to the latest new releases and 

special features. 

  

10:30am rage Guest Programmer 

(CC,PG) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest Programmers curate a 

playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  

12:00pm ABC News At Noon 

(CC) 
Miriam Corowa presents the latest from ABC News, following today's top stories and 
coverage of events as they unfold. Plus original reporting, expert analysis and all the 
updated news, sport, weather and information you need. 

  
12:30pm Endeavour: Exeunt 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Violence)Final 
A series of death notices in the Oxford Mail, each with a distinctive, cryptic message, 
provides clues to Endeavour's latest - and final - investigation. Meanwhile, Thursday is 
under pressure from a familiar face. (Final)  

  

2:00pm Death In Paradise 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Adult Themes) 
When a young popstar is found dead at a rehab clinic, it initially looks like a tragic 
accident. But Neville is convinced there's more to her death than meets the eye. 

  

3:00pm Scottish Vets Down Under 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Graphic Medical Procedure) 
Dr Mike performs emergency surgery on a critically ill horse. Dr Chris has his hands full 
with reptiles, Ringtail possums and a rodent. The vets release a past patient into the 
wild. 
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3:30pm Magical Land Of Oz: Ocean 

(CC,AD,Repeat,G) 
Journeying through Australia's three surrounding oceans and islands, we discover an 
explosion of life in the spectacular southern sea, the sanctuary of the Pacific and the 
Indian Ocean with its awe-inspiring predators. 

  

4:30pm Landline 

(CC,Repeat) 
A tasty sampler of stories from the land - covering food, agriculture, crops, climate, 
business and innovation - as we meet the fascinating people who make our rural and 
regional communities unique. Presented by Pip Courtney. 

  

5:00pm The Truth About Improving Your Mental Health 

(CC,Repeat,PG) 

Staying calm when the world is in crisis is no easy task. Clinical psychologist Professor 

Tanya Byron teams up with former England footballer Alex Scott, sharing strategies to 

improve our mental health and wellbeing. 
  

6:00pm Back In Time For The Corner Shop: 1920s - 1940s 

(CC,AD,Repeat,PG,Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander viewers are advised that the 

following program contains images and voices of people who have died) 
The Ferrone Family are put to the test as they live through the highs and lows of 
running a corner shop through one of the most tumultuous periods of Australian 
history. 

  

7:00pm ABC News 
(CC) 

  

7:30pm The Larkins 

(CC,AD,PG) 
It's BBQ weather a no-one throws a party like the Larkins - everyone is welcome, 
including the dubious Jerebohms. Truths and tension are served alongside the sausages 
and burgers, and a trap is set to bring Pop down. 

  

8:20pm TBA 
 
 

  

9:10pm Grantchester 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Violence) 
Lester Carmichael, part of the husband-and-wife team who own the Carmichael's 
cleaning goods brand, is found dead. Will and Geordie's investigation leads them to 
look into Lester's less-than-perfect private life.  

  

9:55pm Traces 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language) 
McKinven's enquiries ruffle feathers and a furious Julie chides Emma for dragging up 
the past. When Emma is threatened with a knife, it's clear that someone's hiding 
something. 
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10:40pm Time 

(CC,AD,Repeat,M,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Violence)Final 
Mark suffers a tragic personal loss and is given the chance to leave prison for a day. Eric 
is forced to take greater risks to protect his family. But where will he draw the line? 
(Final) 

  

11:45pm rage Guest Programmer 

(MA,Adult Themes, Coarse Language, Drug Use, Horror, Nudity, Sex Scenes, Sexual 

References, Violence) 

Australia's longest running music TV show, rage is home to the biggest vault of music 

videos from a diverse range of artists, genres and eras. Guest programmers curate an 

all-night playlist of their all-time favourite clips. 

  

5:00am rage 

(PG) 

Keep the party vibe going as the sun comes up with continuous music videos, from new 

releases to classics and the songs we've long forgotten. 

  
 


